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Abstract 

This is a corpus-driven study on the extraction of Igbo multiword expressions. The paper argues that 

multiword expressions are found in all types of writings in Igbo. The objective of this paper is to extract 

multiword expressions which are possible candidates for Igbo dictionary compilation. To achieve this, 

concgram, a feature of Oxford Wordsmith Tools, was used in extracting multiword candidates from an Igbo 

corpus of a little more than 2-million tokens. Five (5) highly frequent Igbo words were selected to 

determine the efficacy of concgram measures in the extraction of Igbo multiword expressions. The words 

are: akwụkwọ (book/paper), ala (land), anu (meat/flesh), ikpe (judgment), and okwu (word/speech). 

Through the use of concgram measures, some of the extracted multiword expressions include: akwụkwọ nri 

(lit: book food; fig: vegetable); akwụkwọ ndu (lit: book life; fig: fresh vegetation); ozi ala nna (lit: message 

land father; fig: national service); ala nri (lit: land food; fig: fertile/productive land); anu ahu (lit: meat 

body; fig: physical); anu ulo (lit: meat house; fig: domestic animal); ikpe azu (lit: judgment back; fig: trial 

in absentia). Results show that the concgram tool is effective in the extraction of Igbo multiword 

expressions. The motivation for the extraction of multiword expressions in this study is for lexicon 

development, which can be in the form of recognition of multiword expressions and entering them into the 

dictionary of Igbo. 

Keywords: congram measures, corpus analysis, extraction, multiword expressions, 

Introduction 
Natural languages are full of recurrent 

combinations of words that co-occur more often 

than expected by chance. Jackendoff (1997) 

posits that the amount of MWEs in the human 

lexicon is as much as the single words. Single 

words in many languages have attracted the 

attention of lexicographers, whereas little 

attention or in some languages no attention has 

been given to MWEs. MWEs are usually adopted 

to express ideas that cannot be compressed. And 

in the current study, concgram tool has been used 

to extract them. According to Greaves (2005), 

concgram can identify all the potential 

configurations between two and five words in any 

corpus. This may include the associated words 

even if they occur in different positions relative 

to one another, and even when one or more words 

occur in between the associated words.  

The overall objective of this study is to extract 

Igbo multiword expressions (henceforth MWEs) 

from an Igbo corpus. MWEs were extracted 

through concgram measures, an aspect of 

Wordsmith Tools (henceforth WST) of Scott 

(2015). 

Literature Review 

Although there are many studies on MWEs, there 

is no formal and universally acceptable definition 

of consensus in literature on MWE. According to 

Masini (2005), MWEs are lexical units larger 

than a word that can bear both idiomatic and 

compositional meanings. This definition suggests 

to one that the meaning of a string of words 

referred to as MWE might be or might not be 

embedded in the words that make up the 

expression. If the individual words do not suggest 

the meaning, the MWE is said to be idiomatic or 

non-compositional, in the language of Kim 

(2008).  

Similarly, Sprenger (2006) maintains that MWEs 

refer to specific combinations of two or more 

words that are typically used to express a specific 

concept. For a group of two or more words to 

qualify as MWEs, they must be institutionalized 

or in the words of Sprenger (2006: 14), typically 

used in conveying meaning. This view of MWEs 

is compositional. This is so because the 

constituents suggest the overall meaning of the 

expression, hence a direct meaning relation. Also, 

using the word typically Sprenger (2006) 

suggests that for an expression to qualify as an 

MWE candidate, it must have a high statistic 

occurrence. Therefore, the co-occurrence 

frequency of MWEs is directly linked to its 

institutionalization. Silva and Souza (2012) 

concur that MWEs are a set of words that co-
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occur with a high frequency that is above mere 

chance. 

Furthermore, Ramisch (2009) maintains that 

MWEs are sequence of words that act as a single 

unit of expression. An MWE is stored and 

retrieved as a single linguistic piece. In other 

words, an MWE must a have degree of 

lexicalization. In a related string of thought, 

Vintar and Fiser (2008) posit that an MWE is a 

lexical unit formed by two or more words to yield 

a new concept, different from the composition of 

the meaning of its elements. This is one definition 

highlighted here to underscore the non-

compositional nature of MWEs. Generally, MWE 

has been used to describe a large number of 

different constructions, but closely related, such 

as Verb Particle Construction (VPC), nominal 

compounds, idioms, collocations, 

institutionalized phrases and many others. One 

thing that is evident in literature is that the 

handling of MWEs cuts across syntax, lexicon, 

semantics, statistics, pragmatic, and psycho-

linguistic analysis. The diverse approach of 

handling MWEs might be the reason for a lack of 

consensus in defining this linguistic concept.  

The interest of this paper is in the extraction of 

MWEs. It is necessary to identify and extract 

MWEs in texts, for they constitute meaning units 

by themselves, essential to any message 

understanding tasks. Given the heterogeneity of 

MWEs, different approaches both statistical and 

linguistic methods have been used in extracting 

them. In some studies, such as in Agrawal, 

Sanyal, and Sanyal (2018); and Bounhas, and 

Slimani (2009), hybrid extraction method is 

proposed. The position of this paper is that the 

extraction of MWEs is either statistical or 

linguistic. The remaining part of this literature 

review focuses on statistical and linguistic 

extraction approaches of MWEs.  

The statistical approach for the extraction of 

MWEs in texts has been used in several recent 

works, among them are Pearce (2002); Kreen and 

Evert (2005); Pecina (2006); Ramisch (2009); 

and Villavicencio, Ramisch, Machado, Caseli, 

and Finatto (2010). These studies use various 

statistical techniques that seek to identify MWEs 

as a set of co-occurring words that are in adjacent 

frequency greater than expected in a random 

sequence of words in a corpus. The interest in 

mining MWEs statistically is to extract n-grams 

whose associations are statistically significant. 

Thus, the associative approach is nothing more 

than the use of a set of association measures that 

aim to identify the candidate expressions for 

MWEs. For example, both Bambrook (1996) and 

Stubbs (2012) propose a cut-off 3.0 in the case of 

mutual information (MI), a statistical association 

tool popularized by Church and Hanks (1990). 

Among other techniques that have been used the 

extraction of MWEs include: coefficient of 

Pearson Chi Square; Dice coefficient; Pointwise 

Mutual Information - PMI; Poisson Starling 

among others. 

From a linguistic approach, Hautli and Butt 

(2011) extracted MWEs solely on syntactic 

information. Their study was a sort of a follow-up 

to that of Boulaknadel, Daille, and Aboutajdine 

(2008) who argued that in order to be considered 

as an MWE, a sequence of words should fulfill 

some linguistic conditions, which include lexical 

and syntactic fixedness; and semantic 

idiomaticity. Hautli and Butt (2011) used 

ParGram grammar, a computational grammar 

analytical tool that was popularized by Butt and 

King (2007). And the results of Hautli and Butt 

(2011) show that various types of MWEs were 

extracted including what Kim (2008) refers to as 

Verb Particle Construction, compound nouns, 

collocations, and idioms. 

Similarly, Dagan and Church (1994) proposed a 

lexicographic setting in the extraction of MWEs 

called Term-light. Term-light performs bilingual 

extraction; provides tools to easily classify 

candidate terms; find bilingual correspondences; 

define nested terms; and investigate occurrences 

through a concordance. A concordance is a 

lexical programme that searches for key words 

(Houston 2002). The use of a concordance allows 

a linguist to interrogate the linguistic 

environment of any selected key word. In 

essence, one is able to see the string of words that 

occur before and after the target word.  

A number of studies have used the concordance 

tool, especially in African languages. For 

example, Maropa (2007) used the concordance 

tool in extracting MWEs that are associated with 

such Xhosa loan words as ifomụni (telephone), 
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itekhnoloji (technology), iprogramu (programme) 

etc. Also, concordance tool was applied in 

Otlogetswe’s (2011) work on Setswana MWEs; 

and in Boulaknadel (2009)’s lexicographical 

project of Amazigh, a language spoken across 

North Africa and parts of the West African Sahel. 

Both Otlogetswe (2011) and Boulaknadel (2009) 

report that a linguistic approach in the extraction 

of MWEs is a productive one. 

Finally, the extraction of MWEs from statistical 

or linguistic approach provides linguists with a 

set of MWEs that can be implemented both to 

improve the syntactic analyses and to develop the 

lexicography of the language. Concgram is used 

in the extraction of Igbo MWEs in the current 

study. We argue that this tool can also guide 

MWE extraction projects in other languages. 

Methodology and Study Corpus 

Concgram is used in the extraction of MWEs in 

this study. The term concgram was coined by 

Cheng, Greaves, and Warren (2006) to replace 

the term collocation. According to Cheng et al. 

(2006), concgram tool is a linguistic software 

package which is specifically designed to find all 

the co-occurrences of words in a text or corpus. 

Put differently, concgram tool allows a flexible 

approach in uncovering repeated word 

combination patterns. It automatically identifies 

and presents word association patterns without 

relying on any key word as in the case of 

concordance. 

However, concgram re-defines collocation as 

mere word association and expands the scope to 

suggest all ‘permutations of consistency variation 

generated by the association of two or more 

words’ (Cheng et al 2006: 21). In more specific 

terms, concgram includes n-gram, the contiguous 

words that constitute a phrase or a pattern of use. 

This suggests that concgram could be appropriate 

for MWE analysis. For one thing, concgram 

reveals every possible combination of word 

association in a corpus. Again, the automaticity 

of the concgram search engine would largely 

expedite the time-consuming process of the 

analysis.  

The current study uses concgram to identify all 

the potential configurations of word clusters in an 

Igbo corpus. For example, the process of creating 

the initial n-gram concgram begins with a 

wordlist of unique words or types in the corpus. 

Most important of all, this search engine can 

conduct fully automated searches throughout the 

data with no prior nomination of any parameters 

from the researcher. In other words, it will 

nominate the groupings itself. The collocates are 

identified on the basis of their frequency and 

further analysed through concgram.  

The corpus for this study comprises 623 files of 

2,067,624 tokens or running words in the text 

form(s), 1, 941, 920 tokens that are used for 

wordlist, and 58, 595 types. MWEs in this study 

were extracted through the aid on WST, a 

software package developed by Scott (2012) and 

published by Oxford University Press. WST is an 

integrated suite of programmes that is used to 

investigate patterns and trends of words in a 

corpus. Some of the programmes that are 

integrated in WST include frequency counts, log 

likelihood test, concgram measure, mutual 

information, and concordance lines among others. 

The tokens of a corpus refer to a single word 

count, that is, the number of running words. Each 

successive word form is counted as one, whether 

or not it has occurred earlier. The number of 

types in a corpus refers to the number of different 

words in a corpus, that is, each word is counted 

only once. The section that follows presents the 

results and discussion of the results. 

Results and Discussion 
Here we present the results of MWEs extracted 

through concgram. The results of each set of 

MWEs extracted in this study starts with a 

presentation of its snapshots. We begin with 

those that are related to akwụkwọ. 
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Figure 1: Snapshot of akwụkwọ-concgram 

 
It is seen from snapshot above that words appearing on the first left column are arranged 

alphabetically alongside their corresponding frequencies. Words can also be rearranged in order of 

descending frequencies. Our query word here is akwụkwọ (The word is selected on the basis of its high 

frequency). It is highlighted in the first column. The second column shows that the frequency of akwụkwọ is 

7737. Akwụkwọ-MWEs are grouped together and each branch of the tree shows how many possible MWEs 

and how many sub-items it has. For example, ụlọ akwụkwọ ‘house book’, found in the third place under 

akwụkwọ in the right column, has +190 items and sub-items. Some of the akwụkwọ-MWEs are selected and 

presented in Table 1 below. And a discussion on the content of the table is presented thereafter.  

Extracted akwụkwọ-MWE through concgram measure 
Table 1 is a collection of akwụkwọ-MWEs extracted through concgram measures in this study 

Table 1: Concgram results of the word akwụkwọ 

 
MWE CANDIDATE LITERAL MEANING IDIOMATIC VALUE 

1. akwụkwọ nri book food vegetable 

 2. mmiri akwụkwọ nri water book food vegetable juice 

 3. akwụkwọ akụkọ story book story book 

 4. nwa akwụkwọ child book student  

 5. Ndi gụrụ akwụkwọ individuals who read book educated ones 
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Akwụkwọ ‘book’ can be referred to a collection of 

handwritten or printed, folded sheets, strung, 

sewn, glued, stitched, or otherwise fastened 

together to form a bound volume (Insight 2008). 

Also, akwụkwọ can mean a thin writing material 

made into sheets from strips obtained from the 

papyrus plant which was used in the manufacture 

of various items, including writing materials. 

Papers that make up the pages of a book are 

usually flat and lateral in structure. Similarly, 

leaves of a tree or a plant are usually thin, 

expanded, flat layers. In the context of the 

extracted MWEs, akwụkwọ does not refer to a 

bound book, but refers to a leaf which consists of 

a broad expanded blade, attached to the plant 

stem. Leaves are, however, quite diverse in size, 

shape, and various other characteristics, including 

the nature of the blade margin. 

The MWEs presented in Table 1 show that 

akwụkwọ collocates with nouns such as mmiri 

‘water’, nri ‘food’, akụkọ ‘story’, nwa ‘child’, 

osisi ‘tree’, ozi ‘message’, ụlọ ‘house’, and ndụ 

‘life’. The association of akwụkwọ with these 

nouns gives it a variety of meanings, sometimes 

beyond its original meaning. For example, 

akwụkwọ nri ‘book food’ means vegetable which 

is a class of plant that can be eaten. Akwụkwọ ndụ 

‘book life’ is fresh leaf or green leaf which brings 

to mind the freshness and vigor of growing 

vegetation. Therefore, the MWE, akwụkwọ ndụ, 

denotes a healthy and prosperous condition of 

leaves and not a living book as the literal 

meaning suggests.  

Akwụkwọ ozi ‘book message’ means letter. The 

idea of a letter can be in reference to an official 

document in a formal context, or a document that 

conveys thoughts and emotions both formally and 

informally. Generally, this meaning is derived 

from the function of using written words on a 

paper to convey a message. Furthermore, some 

akwụkwọ-MWEs are related to humans. For 

example, nwa akwụkwọ ‘child book’ means pupil 

or student. The use of child here in collocation 

with akwụkwọ does not limit it to a pupil, a child 

in school or a teenage student. But nwa akwụkwọ 

can also include an adult student. Nwa akwụkwọ 

is in the singular form, and there is no evidence 

of its plural equivalent, umụ akwụkwọ in the data. 

However, there is ndi gụrụ akwụkwọ ‘those who 

read book’ which is a metaphoric expression used 

to refer to the educated.  

There is a difference between akwukwu ndụ 

‘book life’ and akwụkwọ nke ndụ ‘book of life’ as 

found in Table 1. As highlighted earlier, 

akwụkwọ ndụ refers to fresh vegetation, whereas 

akwụkwọ nke ndụ ‘book of life’ means the set of 

names of those who will live with God forever in 

heaven. It is not literal book, as believed by both 

adherents of Christianity and Judaism, but 

metaphorically refers to either the roll of those 

who are saved or those that will be saved in the 

last days. It should also be noted that that there is 

a difference between the idea ndụ ‘life’ used in 

the two expressions. In akwụkwọ ndụ (book life), 

for instance, ndụ ‘life’ directly post modifies 

akwụkwọ, but the two nouns combine to mean, 

not a living book, but fresh vegetation. However, 

ndụ ‘life’ in akwụkwọ nke ndụ ‘book of life’ 

forms part of a prepositional phrase which 

modifies the headword, akwụkwọ. Ndụ ‘life’ here 

means an active condition that distinguishes 

plants from humans. Humans generally have the 

capabilities of growth, movements, response to 

external stimuli, and reproduction. Although 

vegetation has active life but it is not life as in the 

sense of possessing soul. So, humans have active 

 6. akwụkwọ nsọ holy book bible  

 7. akwụkwọ usoro ọmụmụ book programme learning curriculum 

 8. akwụkwọ osisi book tree leaf 

 9. nwa akwụkwọ nwanyị child book girl female student 

 10. akwụkwọ ozi book message letter 

 11. akwụkwọ ndụ book life fresh vegetable 

 12. ụlọ akwụkwọ mmụta asụsụ house book learning language language institution 

13. akwụkwọ nke ndụ book of life  remembrance 
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life-force to animate, to breathe, and to sustain 

life-force. 

Table 1 shows that extracted akwụkwọ MWEs 

range between 2 to 4 words and are largely noun 

phrases in structure. Similar findings are reported 

in Jean (2010) which focused on the interrogation 

of maritime navigational English materials by 

using concgram to extract technical words in the 

maritime corpus. Jean (2010) reports that most of 

the extracted technical words are acronyms and 

3-word complex noun phrases. The study 

concluded that the concgram tool is productive in 

handling maritime corpus. In addition, 

O’Donnell, Scot t, Mahlberg and Hoey (2012) 

explore text-initial concgram and focused 

particularly on those containing the English word 

fresh. That is, they examined sets of co-occurring 

words found with a significantly higher relative 

frequency in text-initial sentences than in non-

initial sentences. The results show such 

combinations as fresh a last night, fresh a of the, 

fresh last night the, fresh in of the, fresh a of the, 

fresh and of the, fresh after last night, fresh a the 

to, and fresh last night when. Contrastingly, the 

four-word concgram presented in O’Donnell et 

al. (2012) are mere collocational associations, 

and do not have meanings. This is opposed to the 

results of the current study in which the 4-word 

MWEs extracted through concgram have 

semantic values. The next presentation is the 

concgram measures for ala.

 

Figure 2: Concgram measures for the word ala 
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In the Igbo cosmology, ala (earth or land) is a spirit which is responsible for fertility and the dead ancestors 

who are stored in the underworld, in her womb (Umeh 1999). Ala is central in the Igbo maintenance of 

order and execution of justice against wrongdoers. For example, the Igbo believe that ala is part of all 

aspects of human affairs including festivals. It is a symbol of morality which sanctions Igbo customs from 

which moral and ethical behaviours are upheld in Igbo society (Umeh 1999). 

The left column of our ala-concgram display shows that ala has a frequency of 30, 275 in the corpus. Some 

ala-related MWEs extracted through concgram include ume ala ‘breath land’, ihu ala ‘face land’, ala eze 

‘land king’, ala nna ‘land father’, ala Ijipt ‘land Egypt’, and ozi ala ‘message land’. Figure 2 above is a 

snapshot of ala-MWEs. The following words collocate with ala to form MWEs: eze (king), nna ‘father’, 

ume ‘breath’, oku ‘fire’ mmụọ ‘spirit’, obi ‘heart’, ụzọ ‘road’, elu igwe ‘heaven’, nri ‘food, etc. Table 2 

presents the association of ala and other words to form ala-MWEs. These are extracted through concgram 

measures. 

Table 2: Corpus-based derived ala MWEs 

 
MWE  LITERAL MEANING IDIOMATIC VALUE 

1. alaeze land king kingdom 

2. alanna land father native land 

3. umeala breath land humility 

 4. ọkụalammụọ fire land spirit hellfire 

5. ozialanna message land father national service 

6. alaọma good land good land 

7. ala-obi-ụtọ- land heart sweet paradise 

8. alaezechineke land king god god’s kingdom 

9. Eluigwenaala heaven and land heaven and earth 

10. ala-nri land food productive land 

11. obi-iru-ala heart reaching land calmness 

12. ụzọalaịkpa road land unproductive land 

13. eziala real land good land 

14. alaọmajijiji land shaking earthquake 

15. alaịkpammiri land gathering water dryland 

16. alaadighịmma land not good dangerous land 

17. ụgbọala ship land car 

I8. nsoalaanyi detest our land taboo 

 

Ala eze ‘land king’ in line 1 means kingdom. Ala 

eze is used figuratively to mean, not simply an 

ordinary land belonging to a king, but it 

encompasses a territory, a specific population, 

and leadership or government. Therefore, the 

meaning of ala eze is beyond the idea of a piece 

of land belonging to a king. However, ala eze 

‘kingdom’ can be a possession to someone as in 

ala eze Chineke ‘God’s Kingdom’ as found in 

line 8. God’s Kingdom is referenced often in 

religious discourses. The concept of God’s 

kingdom takes on various shades of meaning in 

different instances. Whereas some perceive 

God’s Kingdom as an internal conviction, others 

see it as a pursuit in life. Broadly speaking, God’s 

kingdom is the rule of God over all the universe. 

More narrowly, God’s kingdom can mean a 

spiritual rule over the hearts and lives of those 

who willingly submit to God’s authority. This 

means that those who defy God’s authority and 

refuse to submit to him are not part of his 

kingdom. Put differently, individuals who 
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acknowledge God’s kingship and gladly 

surrender to it are part of the kingdom. In this 

sense, the God’s kingdom is spiritual. 

There is also elu igwe na ala ‘up cloud 

and land’. This means heaven and earth, and it is 

based on the Igbo belief that the universe is 

regarded as a composite of bounded spaces in an 

overlapping hemispherical structure. The total 

spaces are referred to as elu igwe na ala. The 

eluigwe na ala space is defined by two 

boundaries of elu igwe, composed of heavenly 

bodies under the main forces of the sun and the 

moon, and ala, consisting of such elements as 

fire, air, and water. 

Another MWE that is found in the data is ala 

nna. Alan na ‘land father’ is a metaphor for 

native land, one’s natural extraction or 

nationality, and not simply a piece of land 

belonging to one’s father. As in the case of ala 

eze, ala nna is made up of two nouns. Their 

individual meanings do not relate to its overall 

meaning of the expression. In both instances, the 

nouns eze ‘king’ and nna ‘father’ respectively 

post-modifies ala ‘land’. Related to ala nna is the 

trigram, ozi ala nna ‘message father land’, an 

expression that means national service. National 

service in Nigeria is a system of either 

compulsory or voluntary government service, 

para-military service. It is organized by the 

National Youth Service Corps (NYSC), an 

organization set up by the Nigerian government 

to involve the country's graduates in the 

development of the country. Graduates of 

universities and polytechnics are required to take 

part in the National Youth Service Corps program 

for one year. In the MWE, ozialanna, the service 

is linked to nationality. In other words, such 

service is exclusive for Nigerian citizens. 

In addition, ala is the ground itself, and for this 

reason taboos and crimes are known as nso ala 

‘detest land’ which means what the land detests. 

In Table 2, there is nso ala anyi ‘detest our land’, 

an expression that means what the land or 

country detests. All land, in the Igbo traditional 

view, is holy and ala ‘land’ becomes the principal 

legal sanctioning authority. Therefore, some 

prohibitions include murder, suicide, theft, incest, 

child defilement, bestiality, and the killing and 

eating of pregnant animals, among others. For 

example, one who commits suicide is not buried 

or given burial rites but cast away in order not to 

further end and pollute ala, the sanctified land. 

Also, there are several ala-MWEs that have an 

abstract senses or meanings. For example, oku 

ala mmụọ ‘fire land spirit’ in line 4, ala ọma 

‘good land’ line 6, ala obi ụtọ ‘land heart 

happiness’ in land 7, obi iru ala ‘heart reaching 

land’ in line 11, and ezi ala ‘good land’ in line 

13. Oku ala mmụọ is an expression which refers 

to hell fire. Hellfire is usually depicted as a very 

horrible place from which there is no escape. It is 

believed in the Christian faith to be the 

punishment for the wicked dead in an 

unquenchable fire. Using the concgram program 

in extracting lexical associations, Carter and 

McCarthy (2006) report that their two-word 

concgram results are largely dominated by 

grammatical words. On the contrary, two-word 

concgram results extracted in the current study 

are not just mere collocations but are meaningful 

MWEs that are used metaphorically in daily 

language use. This is especially true in the case of 

MWEs that have ala in them which are presented 

earlier in Table 2.  
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Figure 3: Concgram results of anụ-MWE 

 
Figure 3 above presents the concgram results for the word anụ(meat/flesh).One sees that the 

following anụ-MWEs exist in Igbo: anụ ahụ ‘meat body’, aji anụ ‘hair meat’, anụ ohia ‘meat bush’, anụ 

ụlọ ‘meat house’, igwe anụ ‘crowd meat’, and anụ ufe ‘meat fly’. 
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Table 3: Anụ-MWE concgram Results 

 
MWE CANDIDATE LITERAL MEANING IDIOMATIC VALUE 

1. umụ anụ children meat animals 

2. anụ mmiri meat water aquatic animal 

 3. anụ ahụ meat body flesh  

 4. akpa nwa nke anụ ahụ bag child of meat body uterus/womb 

 5. agha anụ ahụ war meat body physical warfare 

 6. ebe obibi anyị n’anụ ahụ our dwelling place in meat body physical dwelling place 

 7. elu igwe anụ ahụ heaven meat body physical heaven 

 8. ọchịchọ anụ ahụ finding meat body desires of the flesh 

 9. uwe ime nke anụ ahụ dress inside of meat body inner garment 

 10. ụwa nke anụ ahụ earth of meat body physical earth 

 11. ndi anụ ahụ na-achị those meat body governs wayward individuals 

 12. anụ ụlọ meat house domestic animal 

 13. ọrụ nke anụ ahụ work of the meat body works of the flesh 

 14. ụmụ anụ ahụ children meat body biological children 

 15. ụzọ anụ ahụ road meat body physical road 

 16. agụụ anụ ahụ hunger meat body fleshly desires/desires of the flesh 

 

The concgram results of anụ ‘meat/flesh’ show 

that its usage goes beyond the literal meaning of a 

soft substance a physical body, whether of 

human, beast, bird, or fish. For example, in line 3 

anụ ahụ ‘meat/flesh body’, does not just mean the 

soft substance of a physical body, but can also 

mean a human creature, the being. This is logical 

because the data also reveals that anụ ahụ can 

crave for something; hence, one sees ọchịchọ anụ 

ahụ ‘finding meat body’ in line 8 and aguu anụ 

ahụ ‘hunger meat body’ in line 16. The 

expressions ochịchọ anụ ahụ and aguu anụ ahụ 

are synonymous. They both suggest the desires 

and longings of a human creature, what Insight 

(2008) refers to as the desires of the flesh. 

According to Insight (2008), the expression, the 

desire of the flesh refers to inclinations to do 

things for the pleasure or comfort of the physical 

body without regard to the soul, the spiritual 

aspect of human. This desire might include 

gluttony, alcohol consumption, and sex. 

Therefore, both ochịchọ anụ ahụ and aguu anụ 

ahụ could be used as euphemism for sex and 

other epicurean pleasures like food and wine. 

From the anụ concgram table, there are a number 

of other nouns that are associated with anụ. These 

include akpa ‘bag’, ebe obibi ‘dwelling place’, 

elu igwe ‘heaven’, uwe ime ‘inner dress’, ụwa 

‘earth’, ọrụ ‘work’, and umụ ‘children’. 

Therefore, there are MWEs such as akpa nwa nke 

anụ ahụ, ‘bag child of meat body’ in line 4; ebe 

obibi anyi n’anụ ahụ ‘our dwelling place in meat 

body’ in line 6; elu igwe anụ ahụ ‘heaven meat 

body’ in line 7; uwe ime nke anụ ahụ ‘inner dress 

of meat body’ in line 9, ụwa nke anụ ahụ ‘earth 

of meat body’ in line 10; ọrụ nke anụ ahụ ‘work 

of meat body’ in line 13; and umụ anụ ahụ 

‘children of meat body’ in line 14. 

Akpa nwa nke anụ ahụ ‘bag child of the meat 

body’ in line 4 refers to the uterus which is seen 
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as an organ shaped like a bag or purse in a female 

mammal. Just as a literal bag is used to keep an 

item safe, the uterus keeps embryo incubated. In 

addition, elu igwe anụ ahụ means the literal 

heaven or the full range of earth’s atmosphere. 

There is also uwe ime nke anụ ahụ, an inner 

garment which refers to a shirt like tunic made 

from linen or wool and reaching to the knees or 

ankles. An inner garment is usually made by 

sewing together two super-imposed squares or 

rectangles of fabric, stitching along three of their 

sides, and usually worn by both men and women.  

Another anụ-MWE is ụwa nke anụ ahụ. 

In this expression, ụwa is the noun phrase 

headword which is post-modified by the 

prepositional phrase …nke anụ ahụ ‘…of flesh’, 

where anụ ahụ is the complement of the 

preposition, nke ‘of’. Ụwa anụ ahụ ‘earth meat 

world’ means the literal earth, as opposed to 

heaven, or sky. It can also mean surface of the 

ground or people from all over the world. In each 

of the above instances, the setting or context 

determines which sense is meant. There is also 

anụ ụlọ ‘meat house’ in line 12 which is an 

expression that is used for domestic animal. Such 

domestic animal is also used for food. There is an 

extension of the idea that anụ ‘flesh’ comprises 

the visible, tangible parts of the body or the 

whole body. The MWE, umụ anụ ahụ ‘children 

meat body’ is used to express biological 

relationship. Note in line 13, there is ọrụ nke anụ 

ahụ ‘work of the flesh’. The word work is the 

result of what one does, the product of one’s 

actions. In other words, there are items that can 

be listed as the work of the flesh. 

Next, ikpe-MWEs are extracted and 

examined 
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Figure 4: Concgram snapshot of ikpe-MWEs 

 
 

Ikpe MWEs extracted through concgram measures are presented in Table 4 below. The word ikpe 

means judgment. As in the previous instances, a snapshot showing ikpe-MWEs is presented and a table 

showing both literal and figurative meanings of extracted MWEs is presented. Some ikpe-MWEs that are 

found in the snapshot on Figure 4 include ikpe ọbara ‘judgment blood’, ikpe ahụ ‘judgment body’, and ikpe 

azụ ‘judgment back’. 

 

Table 4: Results of ikpe-MWES extracted through concgram 

NO MWE CANDIDATE LITERAL MEANING IDIOMATIC VALUE 

 1. ikpe ziri ezi judgment shows good justice 

2. ikpe ezighi ezi judgment that does not show good injustice 

3. ikpe azu back judgment trial in absence 
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 4. okwu ikpe talk judgment a case 

 5. oche ikpe chair judgment throne 

 6. ikpe omụma judgment knowing condemnation 

 7. mkpebi ikpe conclude judgment final judgment 

 8. ikpe ọmụma ọbara judgment knowing blood blood guilt 

 9. ikpe ọnwụ judgment death death penalty 

 10. ikpe ọbara judgment blood death penalty 

 11. ihe ekpere n’ikpe something judged in judgment execution of judgment 

12. ụlọ ikpe house judgment law court 

 13. ikpe ezi omụme judgment good deeds righteous judgment 

 14. ụbọchị ikpe day judgment judgment day 

 

In line 1, there is ikpe ziri ezi ‘judgment shows 

good’ which means justice. On the contrary, there 

is ikpe ezighi ezi ‘judgment that does not show 

good’ in line 2, the antonym of ikpe ziri ezi. This 

means injustice. In these two examples, the word 

ikpe is post-modified by two different patterns of 

the verb infinitive izi (to show). In the first one 

…ziri…in ikpe ziri ezi is past and conveys a 

positive thought. Ezighi in ikpe ezighi ezi is also 

past, but conveys a negative thought. In Igbo 

…ghi is a suffix that indicates negativity which 

by extension conveys unacceptability. One 

outstanding feature of these MWEs, ikpe ziri ezi 

and ikpe ezighi ezi, is that their post-modifiers 

…ziri ezi and …ezighi ezi are both fixed and 

cannot be manipulated in any way without 

distorting their meanings. Also, ihe e kpere n’ikpe 

‘something to pray in judgment’ means the 

execution of judgment, the act of implementing or 

putting to effect of judgment or decree of a court, 

which might include the execution of capital 

punishment. The expression suggests an element 

of force, whereas no word in that MWE is 

synonymous to force. However, the meanings of 

the individual words that make up the MWE, ihe 

e ekpere n’ikpe, do not determine the overall 

meaning of the expression. There is also, ikpe 

ọnwụ ‘judgment death’ which means death 

penalty, an expression that is frequently used as a 

synonym of capital punishment.  

Oche ikpe ‘chair judgment’ in line 5 is neither a 

literal chair nor an ordinary judgment. The 

expression, oche ikpe, is a figurative way of 

describing a time in which Christian believers 

give an account of their lives to God. The data 

also shows ubochi ikpe ‘day judgment’, a 

symbolic day in which Christians believe that 

God proposes to judge earth. Judgment Day will 

be a period of a thousand years during which 

humans will have the opportunity to regain what 

Adam and Eve lost (Read 2014). Notice that in 

Read’s (2014) argument, judgment day is a 

means which helps accomplish God’s original 

purpose for humans and the earth. 

The final word that is analyzed using concgram is 

okwu ‘word’. 
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Figure 5: Concgram-derived MWEs of okwu 

 
Figure 5 presents results of concgram analysis of MWEs related to the Igbo word okwu. Okwu ‘word’ 

means a single distinct meaningful element of speech or writing, used with others, or sometimes alone, to 

form a sentence and typically shown with a space on either side when written or printed. However, the use 

of okwu differs from the conventional meaning as evident in the results of the okwu-MWEs extracted 

through concgram. 

Table 5 presents some okwu MWEs. There are such meaningful expressions as isi okwu ‘head talk’, iji okwu 

‘to hold talk’, and okwu Hibru ‘Hibru talk’.  
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Table 5: Results of concgram measures of okwu-MWEs 

S/N MWE CANDIDATE LITERAL MEANING IDIOMATIC VALUE 

 1. okwu ụgha  word lie  lie 

 2. okwu ọma  good word  graciousness 

 3. okwu amụma  word prophecy  prophecy 

 4. okwu aka  word hand  personal matter 

 5. okwu nkasi obi  word to heart  consolations/comfort 

 6. okwu ụgha di ka ume  word lie like breath  habitual lies 

 7. onye ọtụtụ okwu  one of many word  person who is verbose 

 8. okwu nkwulu  talk improper  insult 

 9. okwu abughị anụ  talk not meat  to tacit 

10. ezi okwu good word truth 

 11. okwu nkịtị  talk ordinary  mere/empty talks 

 12. okwu chukwu  word god  God’s word 

 13. okwu egbugbere ọnụ  word lips of the mouth  lip service 

 14. okwu e kwuru n’oge ya  word spoken at its own time  timely expression 

 15. okwu e kwuru n’echeghị echiche  word spoken with thinking  thoughtless expression 

 16. ígwè e ji ekwu okwu  metal for talking  public address system 

 

In line 1, okwu ụgha ‘word lie’ or just lies as 

opposed to ezi okwu ‘good word’ or truth in line 

10, is used to mean falsehood and truth 

respectively. One can produce okwu ụgha 

habitually. Using simile, okwu ụgha is compared 

directly to breathing to form the MWE, okwu 

ụgha di ka ume (lies like breathing) in line 6. 

Okwu ọma ‘good word’ as found in line 2 takes 

the meaning of word, not in the sense of 

phonetics or semantics, but in the sense of good 

taste or graciousness. The MWE, okwu ọma, 

refers to a speech that is characterized by good 

taste through appropriate diction. A gracious 

speech is also a pleasant one that shows respect 

and dignity to the listeners. Okwu ọma is opposed 

to okwu nkwulu in line 8 which is a disrespectful, 

insulting speech or scornful abuse.  

Okwu cannot only be gracious, but also, 

comforting. In line 5, there is okwu nkasi obi 

which means soothing expression or an 

expression to alleviate an individual’s grief or 

pain. Furthermore, okwu is used in terms of 

message, okwu amụma ‘word prophecy’ in line 3. 

So, the use of okwu ‘word’ here transcends 

beyond mere lexis, and demonstrates that it 

conveys huge underlying meaning. In line 13, 

there is okwu egbugbere ọnụ ‘word lips of the 

mouth’. Being a part of the mouth and having 

much to do with formation of words; lip is used 

figuratively for speech or sound production. In 

this instance, okwu egbugbere ọnụ can denote 

insincere speech, hurtful gossip, slander, 

deceptive speech, unwise, or thoughtless 

expressions. Okwu e kwuru n’echeghị echiche 

‘words spoken without thinking’ in line 15 is 

synonymous to okwu egbugbere ọnụ. 
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From the foregoing presentation, it could 

be understood that the term okwu ‘word’ 

translates into an entire thought, saying, or 

statement rather than simply to an individual term 

or unit of speech. In line 12, okwu chukwu ‘word 

God’ means God’s word which is an expression 

that, with slight variations, could be synonymous 

to such terms as laws, reminders, orders, 

regulations, commandments, judicial decisions, 

statutes, and sayings of God. This also shows that 

okwu-MWEs convey a complete thought or 

message.  

 

 

Implications of the Findings to Lexicography 

The extracted MWEs in this study can be applied 

to the area of lexicography. Mavoungou (2012) 

demonstrated how MWEs can be used to enrich 

Yilumbu Dictionary of Idiomatic Phrases in 

Gabonese languages. In the context of Setswana, 

Otlogetswe (2012) also demonstrated how a 

dictionary may be enriched with the addition of 

idioms and other MWEs. Similarly, the results of 

this study can be included in a dictionary as 

multiword entries as done in Macmillan English 

Dictionary for Advanced Learners (Rundell 

2007) or Tarp (2008)’s lexicographic application 

of idiomatic bigrams. This is contrary to single 

word entries in conventional dictionaries. Ideally, 

the description of MWEs should be detailed with 

respect to syntactic and semantic classification. A 

lexicographical application of MWEs in Igbo is 

important because Igbo dictionaries lack 

descriptive details on MWEs. In other words, 

dictionaries are mainly seen as a list of simple 

words. Having confirmed in this study the 

concgram tool is effective in the extraction of 

MWEs; lexicographical projects in Igbo can use 

it with the view to identifying multiword groups. 

This will contribute to the growth and 

developments of Igbo lexicography.  

Conclusion 

The use of concgram in extracting MWEs in Igbo 

has yielded good results. The concgram tool has 

extracted MWEs comprised of words between the 

range of two and five. This means that the 

programme can find all Igbo word co-

occurrences within the user’s set limit. Results 

show that concgram was most productive in 

extracting 3-word MWEs, followed by 2-word 

MWEs, 5-word MWEs, while the least 

productive is the 4-word type. In the researcher’s 

opinion, this pattern of productivity does not 

suggest that concgram in limited in its capacity to 

extract 4-word MWEs in Igbo. This might just be 

that the frequent words do have many 4-word-

structures in the language. However, corpus 

analysis of extracted MWEs leads to different 

semantic interpretation through meaning 

extension and idiomaticity. 

One merit of the use of concgram in this study is 

that it makes the study truly corpus-driven as 

there is no prior intervention by the researcher of 

any kind. On the contrary, the concgram tool 

cannot give other lexically relevant information 

about a particular word. For example, it cannot 

provide pronunciation procedure of an MWE. 

Nonetheless, using concgram in this unrestricted 

context guarantees a comprehensive search for all 

word co-occurrences which can then be listed and 

used for further linguistic investigation.  
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